REAL STORIES
Here are some of the impressive results from our clinical trials, and what our subjects had to say. The below before and after photos
are un-retouched, and show the amazing results that you could have in less than two weeks. Longer, stronger nails, less cracking and
healthier cuticles are just days away.
Tell us about your Real Stories. Send in your real stories to info@mygobeauty.com and maybe your story will be featured on our real
stories page.
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“Product was fantastic. Not only did my
nails grow stronger, but my cuticles looked
and felt great.”
Jackie Lamad, Age 32 New York, NY
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“My cuticles never felt as soft, or looked so good
before. GoNails also made my nails grow faster
and stronger”
Diana Amada, Age 38 New York, NY
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“I am usually embarrassed by my nails and I
don’t spend money on my nails, but after using
GoNails, I will buy this product.”
Jacqueline Tanner, Age 29 New York, NY
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“Product is great, smells nice and made my nails
much stronger.”
Judith Forrester, Age 48 New York, NY
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GoBeauty feels strongly about offering consumers products that are scientifically proven. The before and after pictures are taken
from a recent clinical study conducted in New York City at an FDA recognized clinical research facility.
The clinical study required subjects to use GoNails Natural Growth Nail Treatment twice per day for three weeks. Subjects were
between 18 and 50 years of age. Subjects were required to fill out questionnaires on nail health and nail care at the beginning and at
the end of the study.
In addition, photographs were taken at baseline and 10 and 20 days into the study.
Further clinical trials are planned and we will continue to update our site with the trial results as they become available. In addition,
we encourage you to send us your stories and photographs of your own results.
Clinical Results Summary:
100% of subjects are less ashamed of their nails and cuticles after using GoNails for two weeks
85% of subjects saw an overall global improvement in their nails including texture, strength and luminosity
95% of subjects saw significant improvement in their cuticles
75% of subjects reported stronger nails and less peeling and breaking
80% of subjects reported faster nail growth
90% of subjects would recommend GoNails to friends and family
Following is some of the information taken from the study questionnaire:
“The product smells amazing and made my nails noticeably stronger.”
“The product was fantastic. I was most impressed with the speed at which my cuticles healed. It was basically overnight.”
“I am always jealous of women with great manicured nails, but I have never been able to afford regular manicures. With this product
it looks like I had a manicure because my nails and cuticles look amazing.”
“My nails seemed to never grow, but after using GoNails, I saw a difference. Now I cut my nails every week.”
“I usually pick my cuticles because of stress. Using GoNails helped my cuticles heal so quickly that I am no longer embarrassed. It
healed them overnight!”
“I have already recommended this product to my best friend. It works and it’s so easy to use.”
“I love this product.”
“My cuticles look great!”
Tell us about your Real Stories. Send in your real stories to info@mygobeauty.com.

